ABSTRACT. Replicating the computational functionalities and performances of the brain remains one of the biggest challenges for the future of information and communication technologies. Such an ambitious goal requires research efforts from the architecture level to the basic device level (i.e., investigating the opportunities offered by emerging nanotechnologies to build such systems). Nanodevices, or, more precisely, memory or memristive devices, have been proposed for the implementation of synaptic functions, offering the required features and integration in a single component. In this paper, we demonstrate that the basic physics involved in the lamentary switching of electrochemical metallization cells can reproduce important biological synaptic functions that are key mechanisms for information processing and storage. The transition from short-to long-term plasticity has been reported as a direct consequence of filament growth (i.e., increased conductance) in lamentary memory devices. In this paper, we show that a more complex filament shape, such as dendritic paths of variable density and width, can permit the short-and long-term processes to be controlled independently. Our solid-state device is strongly analogous to biological synapses, as indicated by the interpretation of the results from the framework of a phenomenological model developed for biological synapses. We describe a single memristive element containing a rich panel of features, which will be of benefit to future neuromorphic hardware systems.
STP corresponds to a neuronally induced synaptic weight modification that tends to relax toward a resting state, thereby providing activity-dependent signal processing. In LTP, the synaptic weight modification can last for days to months. Thus, LTP provides the information storage capability to the network. Spike timingdependent plasticity is a variation of Hebb's rule 8, 9 that has attracted a lot of attention. Although not involved in all mechanisms of learning, spike timing-dependent plasticity has been demonstrated in various nanoscale memory or memristive devices. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Other important expressions of plasticity that have been displayed in memristive systems include STP, 18, 19 demonstrated based on the volatile memory effect, and the STP to LTP transition, [20] [21] [22] [23] displayed in filamentary memory devices in which electrical conductivity is modulated by growth of a conductive filament. Conductive filament growth is induced by the accumulation of electrical stress and leads to an increase in device conductivity. By analogy to long-term memorization processes, which involve the accumulation of short-term effects, and to the idea of reinforcement learning, 24 conductive filament growth has been directly correlated with increased filament stability, corresponding to long-term storage of the conductive state. In these different works, while the strong analogy between biological synapses and nanoscale filamentary memory devices is evidenced, transition nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org between STP and LTP is intrinsic to the material system considered (i.e., ionic species, ionic conductor) and cannot be controlled and tuned during operation.
In this paper, we demonstrate that more complex plastic behaviors can emerge from nanoscale memristive devices, thus allowing a greater number of features to be embedded in a single component and potentially permitting more complex computing systems. By considering more complex filament shapes, such as dendritic metallic paths of different branch densities and widths, we show that the volatile/ nonvolatile regime can be tuned independently, lead-ing to an independent control of STP and LTP. On the basis of the observation of metallic filaments in macroscale electrochemical metallization (ECM) cells, we investigated the growth and stability proper-ties of dendritic filaments. The results were used as a basis for the development of nanoscale solid-state synapses that display independent control of STP and LTP processes via spiking excitation and past history modification. When this behavior was interpreted from the framework of the phenomenological modeling developed for synaptic plasticity, the results revealed a strong analogy between our solid-state device and biological synapses. The additional functionality of independent control of STP and LTP could lead to new learning and computing strategies for neuromorphic engineering and artificial neural networks.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ag2S
Filamentary Switching. The basic structure of the synaptic device ( Figure 1a) in the Ag2S ionic conductor and to the reverse oxidation-reduction process of the Ag filaments.
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A second analysis of the filament formation was realized by varying the compliance current (Ic) during the SET process. This approach is commonly used in ECM cells to tune the conductance of the ON state and to limit the formation of filaments. 27 If tuning the conductance by limiting the growth of a single filament is considered straightforward (i.e., because the filament diameter corresponds directly to the conductance state), then a more complex picture was obtained for ECM cells that had complex dendritic filament morphologies. Increasing the density or width of the dendritic branch can correspond to an increase of conductance. Because of the resolution of the optical microscope, it was not possible to obtain an accurate assessment of filament diameter. However, we effectively measured a larger filament expansion and dendritic tree density with a larger Ic (Figure 2c ). This observation indicates a direct correlation between
Ic and the fractal geometry of the dendritic filaments (see Supporting Information, Figure S1 ). Again, after RESET, the remaining filament traces corresponded to preferential paths for subsequent switching.
Using the previous analysis as a guideline for describing nanoscale filament stability, we implemented the Consequently, the large dynamic range of ON states presented in Figure 3b , namely, from high resistance at low Ic (i.e., 1 MΩ at 100 nA, corresponding to a switch-ing power <100 nW), to low resistance at high Ic (i.e., 1kΩ at 1 mA, corresponding to a switching power of 300 µW) can be attributed to a modification of the bridging filament morphology, rather than to a modulation of the tunnel barrier length (which is a plausible mechanism in nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org the case of a non-bridging filament).
As a rst level of interpretation, the low Ic region can be reasonably described by weak filaments that tend to dissolve very quickly once the voltage is removed. The high Ic region can be considered to correspond to strong bridging filaments with slower relaxation. This e ff e c t has been described thermodynamically in Ag filaments 28 as a competition between the surface and volume energies: thin filaments tend to be disrupted because the surface energy is higher than the volume energy, whereas thick filaments tend to stabilize because the volume energy is higher than the surface energy. Such relaxation of the conductive paths has been reported in nanoscale devices 22, 23 and was the basis for the implementation of STP and the STP to LTP transition.
After the conductive filament forms via a strong stimulation, the filaments tend to dissolve and the device relaxes toward its insulating state, leading to STP behavior. Stronger stimulation of the device during the SET transition leads to stronger filaments and higher conductance states with more stable characteristics, resulting in LTP. In this case, the conductance state is correlated directly with the volatility.
Assuming that similar dendritic processes occur at the nanometer and millimeter scales (Figure 2a) , we can draw a more complex picture for the interpretation of filament stability. Specifically, the different ON states can be described by dendritic trees, in which the resistance is modulated equally by the density and diameter of the branches. At the nanoscale, the same ON state can be obtained by filaments with dense and thin branches as can be obtained by filaments with less dense and thick branches (Figure 3c ). Both configurations should lead to different volatilities, emulating different plasticity properties.
Synaptic Plasticity Implementation. To evaluate the plasticity properties of our electronic synapses, we performed pulsed measurements with simplified pulses equivalent to the spike rate-coding scheme observed in biological networks. First, a full SET and RESET cycle was realized by voltage sweeping and limiting the current in the SET transition, with the conditioning loop resulting in an initial OFF state equivalent to Figure   3a . Then, the device was exposed to a train of pulses (5 kHz) with fixed amplitude (0.42 V) and width (100 µs), resulting in potentiation of the device (i.e., conductance increase). Relaxation of the synaptic efficiency was sampled over six decades of time by short read pulses with lower voltage (0.1 V) and short nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org duration (100 µs), to minimize the effect on the relaxation mechanism ( Figure 4a ). Different excitatory bursts, obtained by varying the number of pulses, were used to modulate the potentiation obtained at the end of the pulse sequence, corresponding to the conductance at the end of a burst of pulses, Gmax. These bursts were fitted by a simple exponential function, (y = Ae -x/t , Figure 4b ). Figure 5a . If we consider the conductance state 100 s after the end of the excitatory burst, then different transitions from STP (relaxation of the conductance state after 100 s; Gmax > G100s) to LTP (no relaxation of the conductance state after 100 s; Gmax = G100s, blue area in Figure 5a ) can be identi ed as a function of Ic. This behavior can be attributed to the combination of two effects. Namely, both Ic and the strength of the excitatory burst (i.e., number of pulses) contribute to the de nition of the conductive paths. After the conditioning loop, the device is in its OFF state. Traces for the remaining dendritic branches (defined by Ic) correspond to preferential paths for filament formation during the excitatory burst. By analogy with filament formation obtained on millimeter-scale devices, higher Ic should lead to denser dendritic trees. Thus, the first parameter for plasticity tuning is the Ic value used during conditioning. This value controls the average conductance of the filament during switching in pulse mode, by de ning the switching path (i.e., dendrite density). The second parameter that controls the STP to LTP transition is the excitation strength (i.e., number of pulses, which controls Gmax). This parameter can be associated with an increase of the branch diameter. These two parameters, the past history of the device through the conditioning loops, and the spiking activity during potentiation can be changed independently of each other to modify the device conductance and the filament volatility. Such mechanism is consistent nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org (Figure 5b ). This model describes the excitatory post-synaptic potentiation response produced by a train of presynaptic action potentials (APs). After a number of APs(n), the postsynaptic current response to the n+1 th AP is given by
µA). (b) Two examples of LTP (cases 1 and 2) and STP (cases 3 and 4), for the case in which the number of pulses is set as the key plasticity factor and the Ic value is set as the dendritic path definition. The density (through Ic) and diameter (through burst excitation) of the dendritic branches can be tuned independently to reproduce various STP
where the absolute synaptic efficiency, ASE, corresponds to the maximum possible synaptic efficiency; nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org
TABLE 1. Fitting Parameters Used for Synaptic Plasticity Modeling
the fraction of available synaptic resources, R, corresponds to the neurotransmitter resources that are available in the presynaptic connection (0 < R < 1); and the utilization of the synaptic efficacy, U, corresponds to the amount of neurotransmitter that is released from the pre-to the post-synaptic connection (0 < U < 1). Thus, Rn +1 and Un+1 are given by
The facilitating behavior observed during a burst of spikes is associated with the parameter USE, which is modified with the characteristic time τfac and applied to the first AP in a train (i.e., R1 = 1 -USE). Recovery of the synaptic efficiency (or available neurotransmitters) is associated with the characteristic time τrec. This biological model allows us to reproduce different kinds of plasticity observed in synapses relative to different mechanisms. Plasticity can be controlled through the neurotransmitter dynamics in the presynaptic connection (i.e., recovery of the available neurotransmitters or increase in the neurotransmitter release probability), by the improvement of neurotransmitter detection in the postsynaptic connection or even by a structural modification of the synaptic connection (i.e., increase in the size of a given synapse or the overall number of synapses connecting two neurons). For a detailed review of synaptic plasticity, see refs 31 and 32. Consequently, the nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org synaptic efficiency of a given spike is determined by a combination of parameters that lead to different synaptic responses and expressions of synaptic plasticity.
By accounting for the parameters of the bio-model (eq 2), four different cases may be analyzed as a function of the number of pulses and Ic (Table 1) . If we consider experiments 1 and 3 in Figure 5b , the same potentiation (i.e., Gmax = 0.9 mS) can lead to LTP (case 1 with 150 pulses and Ic = 100 µA) or STP (case 3 with 10 pulses
and Ic = 250 µA). The STP to LTP transition is mainly associated with an increase of the facilitating time constant, τfac. This increase is obtained by increasing the number of pulses during the excitatory burst.
Slightly increasing Ic is mostly represented by an increase in ASE. This observation is also evident by comparing case 2 with case 4. The difference in conductance level between cases 1 and 2, which showed qualitatively equivalent LTP responses, is mainly attributed to an increase of ASE, from 6 mS (case 1) to 25 mS (case 2). We cannot establish a one-to-one correspondence between biological processes (e.g., neurotransmitter dynamics, structural modifications, etc.) and filament growth or relaxation in our experiments be-cause most of the parameters are coupled in both cases. Additional experiments, such as the in situ observation of filament shape, would provide more insights in order to formulate of more refined equivalence.
DISCUSSION
Obtaining the synaptic density has been a major challenge in neuromorphic engineering. From a practical perspective, we believe that developing devices that are more functional (i.e., have properties closer to biological synapses) will allow the construction of more complex systems. In a previous report describing the STP to LTP transition, 14,22 the transition was controlled by a single parameter (i.e., device conductance). Such behavior was proposed as a direct solution for the implementation of the multistore memory model 33 which considers that learning events contribute to the formation of short-term memory (where memory is used in the sense of psychology) before being transferred into long-term memory (STM/LTM transition). If a direct equivalence between STP/LTP and STM/LTM is not straightforward, it seems realistic to consider synaptic plasticity as a key element in the formation of memory. The device presented in this paper features a tunable STP/LTP transition that could be a key parameter for de ning the appropriate activity threshold that nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org determines when information storage needs to be moved from a short-term to a long-term regime, or, in other words, how long an information needs to be sustained (i.e., how long the device will remain in its ON state). Additionally, if STP/LTP transition is only controlled by the device's conductance, synaptic weight modifi-cation and STP/LTP transition cannot be uncorrelated. We argue that the rate-coding property obtained in the STP regime, as observed in the facilitation of synaptic signal transmission during a high frequency burst of spikes and the subsequent relaxation at lower frequencies, disappears once the device enters into its LTP regime and, thus, becomes a linear resistor. From a circuit perspective, if we consider a simple integrate-andfire neuron associated with linear synapses, the node (neuron and synapses) is equivalent to a simple linear filter (if the variable is the average spiking rate). The node is a nonlinear filter in the STP regime with frequency-dependent synaptic conductance. The overall network functionality is reduced when learning moves synapses from their STP to their LTP domain. An interesting property offered by the presented devices in order to preserved such rate coding functionality is to allow for weight modification through the control of the ASE parameter while maintaining the frequency dependent response by keeping the device into its short-term regime (see case 3 and 4, Figure 5 ). For the device presented in this paper, learning can be realized by modifying the dendritic filament density and increasing the ASE during the conditioning procedure. The frequency coding property can be ensured by controlling the filament diameter and relaxation.
Finally, the activity dependent STP/LTP transition and synaptic weight modification in this work is only obtained as a function of the input frequency, thus corresponding to the pre-neuron activity. Such mechanism is defined in biology as a facilitating synapse. A complementary mechanism, that cannot be reproduce with our system, is the depressing synapse (i.e., decrease of the synaptic weight when pre-neuron activity increase). In order to implement practical learning systems, these results will have to be extended to hebbian learning strategies in which weight modification is dependent on both pre-and postneuron activity. Among the different hebbian learning strategies considered to date, STDP has attracted a large attention. One implementation of such learning protocol is based on overlapping pulses (spike timing difference between pre-and post-neuron is then encoded as a voltage drop across the device). Figure S3 presents nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn www.acsnano.org similar results to Figure 5 when voltage is used as a key plasticity factor instead of spiking frequency that should allow for STDP realization. While not measured in this paper, one interesting future direction would be to add to previously reported STDP results obtained on nonvolatile systems 11 the STP/LTP capacity in order to demonstrate neuromorphic circuits with richer dynamical behaviors.
CONCLUSIONS
We report a single synaptic device that highly resembles its biological counterpart, opening the field to more complex neuromorphic systems. Biological synaptic plasticity has been successfully implemented in our nanoscale memristive device by considering the filament stability of ECM cells, in terms of competition between the density and diameter of the dendritic branches. STP and LTP regimes can be controlled by tuning the device volatility. The first parameter for plasticity tuning, Ic, is used during conditioning and controls the average conductance of the filament during switching in pulse mode. The second parameter handles the STP to LTP transition and corresponds to the excitation strength (number of pulses), which controls Gmax. The second parameter can be associated with an increase of the branch diameter. These two parameters can be tuned independently of each other to modify the device conductance and filament volatility.
Future work should investigate how such synaptic properties can be advantageous for large-scale neuromorphic circuits. To improve the efficiency of future bio-inspired computing systems, interdisciplinary re-search is needed to obtain a better understanding of the contributions of STP and LTP mechanisms to memory construction and spike-coding information processing. 
METHODS
Supporting Information
An useful analysis to investigate the filamentary shape can be done by exploiting the fractal geometry. Indeed, fractal analysis provides a useful framework for complex pattern description that is not well described by common euclidean measures such as diameter or length. By properly choosing a region of an optical image (60px × 110px ) and by converting it in a binary image ( Figure S1 ) it is possible to estimate the fractal dimension (D) and its lacunarity (λ). These calculations are made through ImageJ, a software that allows to count the number of boxes of an increasing size needed to cover a one pixel binary object boundary and implements the fractal method as described in ref. 1 . A plot is generated with the log of size on the X-axis and the log of count on the Y-axis and the data is fitted with a straight line.
The slope (S) of the line is the negative of the fractal dimension, i.e., D = − slope. The lacunarity (λ) can be defined as the measure of the fractal structural variation or fractal texture.
It is calcuated from the standard deviation (σ), and mean (µ), for pixels per box, i.e. λ = (σ/µ) 2 .
Thus, D and λ work together to characterize complex patterns extracted from digital images. 
Both dendritic branches density and dendrites diameter can be tune independently to reproduce various STP/LTP combinations
